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Abstract
DarkCapPy is a Python 3/Jupyter package for calculating rates associated with dark matter
capture in the Earth, annihilation into light mediators, and the subsequent observable decay
of the light mediators near the surface of the Earth. The package includes a calculation
of the Sommerfeld enhancement at the center of the Earth and the timescale for capture–
annihilation equilibrium. The code is open source and can be modified for other compact
astronomical objects and mediator spins.
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1 Program Summary
Program Title: DarkCapPy
Licensing provisions: Creative Commons by 4.0 (CC by 4.0)
Programming language: Python 3
Nature of problem:
Calculate the rate at which dark matter accumulates and annihilates into light mediators in the Earth.
Calculate the resulting number of signal events from light mediator decays at the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory.
Solution method:
Python 3/Jupyter code that automates the calculation of intermediate steps and takes appropriate limits
to do parameter scans in a computationally efficient manner.
2 Introduction
Dark matter that is captured in the the Earth may produce a remarkable signature of new physics.
If the dark matter annihilates into light mediators, these particles may propagate to the surface
of the Earth and decay into collimated, upward-going lepton pairs. This signal has very low
background and can be observed at facilities such as the IceCube Neutrino Observatory [1]. This
signature was recently explored in the context of a spin-1 dark photon mediator [2]. Remarkably,
the presence of the light mediator enhances the dark matter annihilation rate in the center of the
Earth to produce an appreciable signal. This is in contrast to WIMP scenarios without mediators
where the annihilation rate is too small for such signals to be viable. Signals from light mediators
are sensitive to regions of dark matter–dark photon parameter space that are otherwise inaccessible
to present experiments.
The formalism for dark matter capture in solar system objets was developed in the study
of neutralinos that capture in the sun and subsequently annihilate into an observable flux of
neutrinos [3–12]. Subsequent studies also explored the case of Earth capture [13–21]. Augmenting
the dark sector with low-mass mediator particles can change the phenomenology of this scenario
to include charged leptons coming from the decay the long-lived mediators [22–25].
Feng, Smolinsky, and Tanedo showed that these light mediators play an additional, critical
role for the captured dark matter population in the Earth [2, 26]. The mediators generate a
long-range potential that causes a Sommerfeld enhancement of the non-relativistic dark matter
annihilation rate. This, in turn, affects the balance in the rate equation between dark matter
capture and annihilation in such a way that it is more likely for the Earth to have saturated its
equilibrium captured dark matter capacity. At this equilibrium, the rate at which dark matter is
captured is equal to the rate at which it annihilates into mediators. Previous examinations of this
process for models without mediators found that the typical time it takes for the Earth to reach
equilibrium are much larger than the age of the Earth. The equilibrium condition corresponds
to the maximum flux of upward-going, long-lived mediators from the center of the Earth. In the
case where the light mediator is a dark photon—an Abelian gauge boson that interacts with the
Standard Model through kinetic mixing with hypercharge [27–30]—this ‘dark Earthshine’ process
results in signals from light mediator decays that probe regions of parameter space that are not
accessible to traditional dark photon searches [31].
In this manuscript we present the the open-source Python 3/Jupyter package DarkCapPy. It
provides functions that efficiently calculate the physical quantities necessary to determine the rate
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of visible upward-going Standard Model fermions coming from this ‘dark Earthshine’ scenario.
The inputs to this package are:
• mX , dark matter mass
• mA′ , dark mediator mass
• ε, kinetic mixing parameter between standard model photon and dark photon
• α, fine structure constant
• αX , dark fine structure constant
• Radius and density data for Earth
• Branching ratios for A′ → e+e− as a function of mA′ .
This package outputs:
• Capture rate
• Annihilation rate
• Sommerfeld enhancements
• Equilibrium time
• Signal rate at IceCube
• Plots of equilibrium time
• Plots of signal rate.
3 Physics Overview
The flux of upward-going mediators is determined by the rate of dark matter annihilation in
the center of the Earth. These mediators are boosted with a decay length determined by their
interactions with ordinary matter. With this information, one can subsequently determine the flux
of observable charged leptons produced near the surface of the Earth. Dark matter is captured
when it loses sufficient kinetic energy in an elastic scattering off a nucleus in the Earth. We follow
the conventions of Ref. [2].
3.1 Relating Dark Matter Annihilation to Capture
The amount of dark matter at the center of the Earth, NX , depends on the relative rates of two
competing processes, dark matter capture and annihilation, via the differential equation [5]
dNX
dt
= Ccap −N2XCann . (3.1)
Ccap is the rate at which dark matter is captured in the gravitational potential of the Earth
and N2XCann is the rate at which two captured dark matter particles annihilate. The N
2
X prefactor
accounts for the scaling of the annihilation rate with the number of available dark matter particles.
The rate at which captured dark matter population decreases is
Γann =
1
2
N2XCann , (3.2)
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where the factor of 1
2
accounts for the two dark matter particles that are removed in each an-
nihilation. We assume that dark matter is heavy enough, mX > 4 GeV, that evaporation is
negligible [32]. We also ignore self interactions because they are a negligible contribution to the
capture rate in the Earth’s gravitational potential [33].
Inserting the solution to Eq. (3.1) relates the present dark matter annihilation rate to the dark
matter capture rate,
Γann =
1
2
Ccap tanh
2
(τ⊕
τ
)
(3.3)
where τ =
√
CcapCann is the characteristic time scale for the Earth to become saturated with
dark matter. This is the point at which N˙X ≈ 0. At this equilibrium time, every time two dark
matter particles are captured, two also annihilate. This is the maximum rate at which mediators
are produced at the center of the Earth and hence maximizes the flux of upward-going mediators.
τ⊕ ≈ 4.5 Gyr is the age of Earth, the relevant timescale over which dark matter may accumulate.
Observe that tanh2(x) is a steeply increasing function that flattens to unity at x ≈ 1, thus the
production of mediators is only efficient upon saturation, τ & τ⊕.
3.2 Benchmark Model: Dark Photon
The capture and annihilation parameters Ccap and Cann depend on the particle physics model of
the mediator. We assume a dark photon that interacts through kinetic mixing with hypercharge,
for which the effective Lagrangian is
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
4
F ′µνF
′µν +
1
2
m2A′A
′2 −
∑
f
qfe(Aµ + εA
′
µ)f¯γ
µf − gXA′µX¯γµX , (3.4)
where we sum over Standard Model fermions f with electric charge qf , ε is the kinetic mixing
parameter, and gX is the dark sector gauge coupling. The electromagnetic and dark fine structure
constants are α = e2/(4pi) and αX = g
2
X/(4pi).
3.3 Capture
Dark matter is captured when it scatters off a nucleus, N , such that the dark matter’s outgoing
velocity is less than the escape velocity of Earth at the interaction point.
3.3.1 Theory
The total capture rate is the sum of the individual capture rates for each element, CNcap,
Ccap =
∑
N
CNcap . (3.5)
CNcap is an integral over scattering configurations:
CNcap = nX
∫ R⊕
0
dr 4pir2nN(r)
∫ vgal
0
du 4piu2f⊕(u)
u2 + v2⊕(r)
u
∫ Emax
Emin
dER
dσN
dER
Θ(∆E) . (3.6)
The components of the integrand are as follows:
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• ER is the recoil energy transferred from the incident dark matter onto the target nucleus in
the frame of the Earth.
• ∆E = Emax − Emin is the difference between the maximum kinematically allowed recoil
energy and the minimum recoil energy required for dark matter to capture, (3.8). Θ(∆E)
restricts the integrand to kinematically allowed scattering processes where the dark matter
is captured in the Earth.
• dσN/dER is the cross section for dark matter to scatter off of a nucleus N . We assume elastic
scattering so that in the non-relativistic limit [2],
dσN
dER
≈ 8pi2αXαZ2N
1
(u2 + v2⊕)
mN
(2mNER +m2A′)
2
|FN(ER)|2 . (3.7)
FN(ER) is the Helm form factor, encoding the coherent scattering of the dark matter off
multiple nucleons in the nucleus, N . We parameterize this as |FN(ER)|2 = e−ER/EN , where
EN ≡ 0.114 GeV/A5/3N for a nucleus with atomic mass number AN [34].
• v⊕(r) is the escape velocity of Earth at radius r.
• f⊕(u) is the dark matter velocity distribution in the Earth’s reference frame.
• nN(r) is the density of element N in the Earth at radius r.
• nX = (0.3/cm3)(GeV/mX) is the local dark matter density in the Milky Way [35].
The integrations in (3.6) run over the radial distance from the center of the Earth r, the dark
matter velocity u in the Earth frame, and the recoil energy ER imparted by the dark matter to
the target nucleus N .
The lower limit of the recoil energy integral dER is the minimum energy transfer required for
the dark matter particle of velocity u to capture; this is the kinetic energy of the free dark matter
particle. The upper bound is the maximum kinematically accessible recoil energy allowed by elastic
scattering in the frame of the target nucleus. These energies are:
Emin(u) =
1
2
mXu
2 Emax(u, r) =
2µ2N
mN
(
u2 + v2⊕(r)
)
. (3.8)
The du integral over dark matter velocities in the Earth frame is weighted by the angular-and
time-averaged dark matter velocity distribution [36]:
f⊕(u) =
1
4
∫ 1
−1
dcθ
∫ 1
−1
dcφ f
[
(u2 + (V + V⊕cγcφ)2 + 2u(V + V⊕cγcφ)cθ)1/2
]
, (3.9)
where we write cϕ ≡ cos(ϕ). The velocity of the Sun relative to the galactic center is V u 220
km/s and the velocity of the Earth relative to the Sun is V⊕ u 29.8 km/s. The angle γ in cγ ≈ 0.51
is the inclination between the orbital planes of the Earth and Sun. Numerical simulations and
observations suggest a velocity distribution [37–42]:
f(u) = N0
[
exp
(
v2gal − u2
ku20
)
− 1
]k
Θ(vgal − u) (3.10)
where N0 is the normalization, vgal is the escape velocity from the galaxy, and the parameters
describing of distribution have typical values in the ranges [43]:
220 km/s < u0 < 270 km/s 450 km/s < vgal < 650 km/s 1.5 < k < 3.5 (3.11)
The dr integral accounts for the scattering location which may occur anywhere inside the volume
of the Earth.
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Figure 1: Plots displaying the integration area for the velocity and recoil energy integrals. The region
shaded in red represents velocities where capture is kinematically forbidden and the region shaded in
green represents velocities where capture is allowed. For nearly the entire integral, Emin(u) > Emax(u)
and the integral over recoil energy vanishes. However, there is a very small region near the origin for
which the integral is non-vanishing. We take v2⊕ = 1.40× 10−9, the average escape velocity of Earth, and
mN = 56 GeV for the mass of the target Iron nucleus.
3.3.2 Implementation
The goal of this work is to produce plots of signal events (pairs of leptons coming from mediator
decay) in (mA′ , ε) space. This requires numerically evaluating the capture rate, Eq. (3.6), at many
values of mA′ , which is computationally expensive. We now demonstrate a that appropriate limits
may be taken to reduce the number of integrations to greatly improve the computational efficiency
of this calculation.
First, observe that the upper limit of the dER integral in Eq. (3.6) is actually much larger
than the region for which the integrand is non-zero. This is because for most of the integration
region, Emin(u) > Emax(u), where we recall from Eq. (3.8) that Emin comes from the requirement of
capture and Emax comes from kinematics. This means that the Θ(∆E) factor forces the integrand
to vanish for most of the integral, except for a small region at low ER. Mathematically, both
Emin(u) and Emax(u) are parabolas, but Emax(u) has a shallower curvature and a small positive
constant shift relative to Emin(u); see Fig. 1. Thus it is sufficient to only integrate over a much
smaller range of recoil energies ER and velocities u.
The velocity, uint(r), where Emax(uint) = Emin(uint), represents the fastest velocity a dark matter
particle may have and still be captured at radius r,
uInt =
√
B
A−B v⊕(r) A =
1
2
mX B = 2
µ2N
mN
. (3.12)
Any dark matter particle with velocity larger than uint will have an outgoing velocity greater than
Earth’s escape velocity and it will not be captured.
This simplification is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where we plot recoil energy against incident dark
matter velocity. In Fig. 1b, we see that the largest typical velocity a dark matter particle may
have and still be captured is O(10−5) in natural units. Therefore, integrating to vgal ≈ 1.8× 10−3
is computationally wasteful. The Θ(∆ER) that imposes a strict cutoff on the region of non-
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zero integrand can be difficult for standard numerical integration methods, especially when large
portions of the integration region are zero.
A second way to boost the efficiency of the integration in Eq. (3.6) is to observe that the
ER term in the denominator of Eq. (3.7) is always subdominant to the m
2
A′ term. The largest
momentum transfer occurs for Ni58 and is 2mNER ∼ O(10−5 GeV2). This is smaller than the
lightest dark photon mass we consider, m2A′ ∼ O(10−4 GeV2). We can thus approximate the
scatter as a point-like interaction, where the momentum dependence (form factor) of the cross
section is negligible, 2mNER  m2A′ . This lets us write the propagator as:
1
(2mNER +m2A′)
→ 1
m2A′
(3.13)
where we model dark matter scattering off of a nucleus by an effective interaction with a coupling
proportional to 1/m2A′ . Critically for the computational efficiency of this calculation, this removes
the non-trivial ER dependence of the integrand in Eq. (3.6).
With this approximation, we able to write the capture rate as the product of two functions;
one of which depends only on (mA′ , ε, αX) and the other which only depends on (mX , α):
Ccap =
(
ε2
m4A
αX
)
κ0(mX , α) . (3.14)
The quantity κ0 is simply a regrouping of Eq. (3.6) after imposing the small recoil energy approx-
imation, Eq. (3.13):
κ0(mX , α) ≡
∑
N
[
nX
∫ R⊕
0
dr 4pir2nN(r)
∫ uInt
0
du 4piu2f⊕(u)
u2 + v2⊕(r)
u
∫ Emax
Emin
dER
dςN
dER
]
(3.15)
with
dςN
dER
= 8piαZ2N
1
(u2 + v2⊕)
mN |FN |2 . (3.16)
In this form, the quantity κ0 is a constant in (mA′ , ε) space and only needs to be calculated once
for a given dark matter mass mX . Consequently, for a single point, the computation time between
Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.14) is comparable. However, using 10 test points, the computation time using
the κ0 formulation is an order of magnitude faster.
We use density data from the Preliminary Earth Reference Model1 [44] for the dominant ele-
ments that compromise the Earth at a discrete set of 491 radii. As such, we replace the dr integral
over the radius of the Earth with a discretized sum.
3.4 Annihilation
After becoming gravitationally captured, dark matter re-scatters off matter in the Earth, losing
kinetic energy until it falls to the center of the Earth where it thermalizes with the surrounding
matter.
1The original data file is available at http://ds.iris.edu/spud/earthmodel/9991844.
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3.4.1 Theory
The annihilation rate for thermalized dark matter is [43]:
Cann = 〈σannv〉
[
GNmXρ⊕
3T⊕
]3/2
, (3.17)
where ρ⊕ ≈ 13 g/cm3 is the density at the center of the Earth, and T⊕ ≈ 5700 K is the temperature
at the center of the Earth. σann is the cross section for XX → A′A′ and v is the relative velocity
between the two dark matter particles. The thermally-averaged cross section is:
〈σannv〉 = (σannv)tree〈SS〉 (3.18)
where the tree level cross section is given by [45]
(σannv)tree =
piα2X
m2X
[1−m2A′/m2X ]3/2
[1−m2A′/(2m2X)]2
. (3.19)
The dark sector fine structure constant, αX , is fixed by requiring that dark matter is a thermal relic:
〈σannv〉 = 2.2×10−26 cm3/s [46]. 〈SS〉 is the thermally averaged s-wave Sommerfeld enhancement.
The analytic expression for this enhancement is found by approximating the Yukawa potential for
the Hulthe´n potential [47,48]. The resulting Sommerfeld factor is:
SS =
pi
a
sinh(2piac)
cosh(2piac)− cos(2pi√c− a2c2) (3.20)
where a = v/2αX and c = 6αXmX/(pi
2mA′). The thermal average is then [2]:
〈SS〉 =
∫
d3v
(2piv20)
3/2
e−
1
2
v2/v20SS (3.21)
with v0 =
√
2T⊕/mX .
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Figure 2: Plots of dark matter masses, mX = 10 GeV and mX = 10 TeV with and without Sommerfeld
effects. We can see that as the dark matter mass increases, the Sommerfeld enhancement becomes more
prominent, pushing the contours towards smaller ε and larger mA′ . These plots reproduce the results
in [2].
3.4.2 Implementation
Because the Sommerfeld enhancement is independent of the kinetic mixing, it is computationally
frugal to calculate the Sommerfeld enhancement for a given dark matter mass—and hence a given
αX from the thermal relic condition—as a function of the mediator mass. This data can then be
saved separately to be called for parameter scans in the (mA′ , ε) plane.
3.5 Equilibrium Timescale
The equilibrium time,
τ ≡ 1√
CcapCann
, (3.22)
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is the characteristic amount of time it takes the dark matter population within Earth to approach
its maximal value. The relevant timescale for comparison is the age of the Earth. If the age of
the Earth is at least τ , then dark matter capture and annihilation has equilibrated and the rate
at which captured dark matter annihilates into mediators is maximized.
3.5.1 Theory
In Fig. 2 we present plots of constant τ/τ⊕ in the (mA′ , ε) plane for mX = 100 GeV and 10 TeV.
The mA′ and ε dependence enters τ primarily through the capture rate, τ ∼ C−1/2cap ∼ m2A′/ε. The
plots on the left represent contours without Sommerfeld effects. Once the Sommerfeld effect is
included, resonant structures appear, shown in the plots on the right. The shaded blue region is
the region of parameter space where the population of dark matter in the Earth has reached its
maximal and equilibrium value. Most notably, the Sommerfeld enhancements pushe these contours
farther into parameter space by factors of 10− 104 for mX ∼ 100 GeV− 10 TeV.
3.5.2 Implementation
The small recoil energy approximation also makes the computation of the equilibrium time more
efficient. To see this, we start with a contour level of τ/τ⊕ = 10L. Writing the capture rate
as Eq. (3.14) and the annihilation rate as Cann = Cann,0〈SS〉, with Cann,0 being the annihilation
rate without any Sommerfeld enhancements, we are able to derive the following expression for the
kinetic mixing parameter as a function of mediator mass:
log(ε) = 2 log(mA′)− 1
2
log(αXCann,0〈Ss〉)− L− 1
2
log(κ0)− log(τ⊕) (3.23)
The first two terms in Eq. (3.23) carry all of the mA′ dependence, L corresponds to the contour
level of 10L and the last two terms are constants in (mA′ , ε) space. In this form, each contour of
constant τ/τ⊕ is encoded in a function ε(mA′), offset by the contour level 10L.
3.6 Dark Photon Signal Characteristics
Boosted mediators produced in dark matter annihilation propagate outward through the capturing
body. These may then decay near the surface into collimated pairs of light, Standard Model
particles. These particles may leave upward-going tracks in large-volume detectors. DarkCapPy
assumes a dark photon mediator that decays to pairs of leptons. For a given dark matter mass mX ,
mediator mass mA′ , and mixing parameter ε, the output is a number of mediator decays inside
the volume of the detector (IceCube) over the observation time, T .
3.6.1 Theory
Dark photons decay to Standard Model fermions with width [49]:
Γ(A′ → ff¯) = NCε
2q2fα(m
2
A′ + 2m
2
f )
3mA′
√
1− 4m
2
f
m2A′
(3.24)
where NC are the number of colors of fermion f . For mA′  me, the boosted dark photons decay
to ff¯ pairs with characteristic length:
L = R⊕Be
(
3.6× 10−9
ε
)2(
mX/mA′
1000
)(
GeV
mA′
)
(3.25)
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where R⊕ u 6370 km is the radius of Earth, Be ≡ B(A′ → e+e−) is the dark photon branching
fraction to electrons and the quantity mX/mA′ is the Lorentz factor resulting from a decay of a
heavy initial state into a light final state. For mX ∼ GeV−TeV, and mA′ ∼ 100 MeV−GeV, the
requirement that L ∼ R⊕ yields ε ∼ 10−11 − 10−7. We expect the largest number of signal events
in this region of parameter space.
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Figure 3: Number of signal events at IceCube for an observation time of T = 10 years.
The number of dark photon decays that can be detected is [2]:
Nsig = 2Γann
Aeff
4piR2⊕
decayT , (3.26)
where Aeff = 1 km
2 is the effective area of the detector [1]. We set the default observation time of
the detector to be T = 10 years. The decay parameter [2],
εdecay = e
−R⊕/L − e−(R⊕+D)/L , (3.27)
is the probability that a dark photon decays between a distance R⊕, the radius of Earth, and
R⊕ +D, where D is the depth of the detector. For IceCube, we take D ≈ 1 km [1].
3.6.2 Implementation
Because the relative couplings to Standard Model fermions is fixed by the fermion electric charges,
the branching ratio of a dark photon to a given fermion species depends only on the dark photon
mass. This dependence, however, can become complicated when decays to hadrons are kinemati-
cally accessible. We extract the relevant branching ratio from [49] as a csv file that is input into
DarkCapPy.
In Fig. 3, we present plots of the number of detectable dark photon decays at IceCube with
a 10 year observation time. The plot on the left does not contain Sommerfeld effects, while the
plot on the right does. The Sommerfeld effects push the contours roughly one order of magnitude
towards smaller ε. When the mixing parameter is large, the contours are primarily fixed by the
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characteristic decay length, L ∼ 1/(ε2m2A′). When the mixing parameter is small, the lower
contours are determined by the timescale it takes tanh2(τ⊕/τ) to reach unity. These results match
[2].
4 Installing
This package is hosted on GitHub2; all program files may be accessed there. The most convenient
way to install this package is through the pip Python package management system. To do this,
run the following pip command at command line:
pip install git+https://github.com/agree019/DarkCapPy
This installs DarkCapPy in your Python path.
5 Package Contents
Fig. 4 outlines the directory structure of the package. We provide a Jupyter notebook that imple-
ments this package in the folder Template Calculation.
DarkCapPy
DarkPhoton.Py
Configure
AtomicData.py
Constants.py
Conversions.py
PlanetData.py
PREM500.csv
Template Calculation
DarkCapPy Template.ipynb
Branching Ratio
Branching Ratio READ ME.txt
brtoe.csv
Signal
Signal READ ME.txt
100GeVSignal.csv
Signal Backups
Signal Backups READ ME.txt
Sommerfeld
Sommerfeld READ ME.txt
100GeVSommerfeld.csv
Figure 4: Directory structure of DarkCapPy package.
2https://github.com/agree019/DarkCapPy
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6 Functions
We briefly describe what each function does, how it is defined, and how it is called. We provide
Python function definitions typeset in teletype font. We list function definitions in order of
dependence, so later functions depend only on those defined earlier in this document.
DarkPhoton.py
This file contains all the mathematical definitions to calculate the Earth capture scenario via a
massive dark photon [2]. Prefactors that are removed from the intermediate computations for
computational efficiency are restored at the end of the calculation. In this section, we account for
these prefactors by listing them under factors removed.
Capture Functions
• Helm Form Factor: The Helm form factor accounts for the coherent scattering off multiple
nucleons in the target nucleus. A dark matter particle scattering off a nucleus N with recoil
energy ER has a Helm form factor,
formFactor2(N,ER) = |FN(ER)|2 = e−ER/EN (6.1)
where EN = 0.114 GeV/A
3/5
N is the characteristic energy scale for an atom with atomic mass
AN .
• Cross Section: Defines the differential cross section for elastic XN → XN scattering as a
function of recoil energy, Eq. (3.7).
crossSection(N,mA′ , ER) =
mN
(2mNER +m2A′)
2
|FN(ER)|2 (6.2)
Factors Removed : 8piαXα
2Z2N . The part used to calculate κ0, Eq. (3.15), is:
crossSetionKappa0(N,ER) = |FN(ER)|2 (6.3)
Factors Removed : (8piαXαmNZ
2
N)ε
2αX/m
4
A′ .
• Dark Matter Velocity Distribution: The dark matter velocity distribution is approx-
imated by a modified Boltzmann distribution. The functions dMVelDist and fCross are
the dark matter velocity distribution in the galactic and Earth frames respectively. The
functions Normalization and NormalizationChecker obtain and verify the dark matter
velocity distribution normalization N0, Eq. (3.10).
Normalization = N0 =
∫ vgal
0
[
exp
(
v2gal − u2
ku20
)
− 1
]k
Θ(vgal − u) (6.4)
with vgal = 550 km/s is the escape velocity of the galaxy, u0 = 245 km/s is the average
velocity of galactic dark matter, and k = 2.5 [43,50]. The dark matter velocity distribution
is assumed to be Maxwell–Boltzmann. In the galactic frame, it is f(u) in Eq. (3.10):
dMVelDist(u,N0 = Normalization) = N0
[
exp
(
v2gal − u2
ku20
)
− 1
]k
Θ(vgal − u) (6.5)
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Upon moving from the galactic frame to the Earth frame, the velocity distribution becomes
f⊕(u) in Eq. (3.9):
fCross(u) =
1
4
∫ 1
−1
dcθ
∫ 1
−1
dcφ f
[
(u2 + (V + V⊕cγcφ)2 + 2u(V + V⊕cγcφ)cθ)1/2
]
, (6.6)
where V u 220 km/s is the velocity of the Sun relative to the galactic center [36], V⊕ u 29.8
km/s is the velocity of the Earth relative to the Sun [51], and cos γ ≈ 0.51 is the angle of
inclination between the orbital planes of the Earth and Sun [43].
• Kinematics: These functions define the limits of integration, Eq. (3.8), in the recoil energy
integral of Eq. (3.6). The lower limit, Emin is the minimum amount of recoil energy that
must be transferred from a dark matter particle for it to become gravitationally captured.
The upper limit, Emax is the maximum kinematically allowed recoil energy.
eMin(u,mX) = Emin =
1
2
mXu
2 (6.7)
eMax(N,mX , i, u) = Emax =
2µ2
mN
(u2 + (v2⊕)i) (6.8)
The argument i in eMax indexes the radius of Earth at which the escape velocity v⊕ is
calculated. We follow the discretization in the Preliminary Earth Reference Model [44]. We
also define the function EminEmaxIntersection, which returns the velocity, uInt, at which
Emin(uInt) = Emax(uInt), Eq. (3.12).
EminEmaxIntersection(N,mX , i) = uInt =
B
A−B
(
v2⊕
)
i
(6.9)
where A = mX/2, B = 2µ
2/mN , and (v⊕)i = v⊕(ri) is the escape velocity from Earth at
radius ri.
• Velocity and Energy Integrals: Here, we define the quantity intDuDEr as the velocity
and recoil energy integral inside Eq. (3.6).
intDuDEr(N,mX ,mA′ , i) =
∫ uInt
0
du uf⊕(u)
∫ Emax
Emin
dER crossSection (6.10)
Factors Removed : (4pi)(8piαXα
2mNZ
2
N). The function used for the κ0 calculation in Eq. (3.15)
is:
intDuDErKappa0(N,mX , i) =
∫ uInt
0
du uf⊕(u)
∫ Emax
Emin
dER crossSectionKappa0 (6.11)
Factors Removed : (4pi)(8piαXαmNZ
2
N)ε
2/m4A′ .
• Sum Over Radii: We define sumOverR which sums intDuDEr over radii of Earth at which
the Preliminary Reference Earth Model samples elemental densities [44]. We calculate the
sum in thin shell approximation:
4
3
pi(r + ∆r)3 − 4
3
pir3 = 4pir2∆r (6.12)
so that the sum becomes:
sumOverR(N,mX ,mA′) =
∑
i
r2i nN(ri)∆ri intDuDEr (6.13)
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Factors Removed : (4pi)(4pi)(8piαXα
2mNZ
2
N). nN(r) is the number density of element N
at radius r, and the summation index i denotes the ith value for radius. The part used to
calculate κ0, Eq. (3.15), is:
sumOverRKappa0(N,mX) =
∑
i
r2i nN(ri)∆ri intDuDErKappa0 (6.14)
Factors Removed : (4pi)(4pi)(8piαXαmNZ
2
N)ε
2/m4A′ .
• Single Element Capture: We define the capture rate contribution from a single element
N to be singleElementCap, Eq. (3.6). In this function, we restore the previously removed
factors NSEC = (4pi)(4pi)(8pi
2αXαZ
2
NmN).
singleElementCap(N,mX ,mA′ , ε, α, αX) = NSEC nX sumOverR , (6.15)
where the quantity nX = (0.3/mX)(GeV/cm
3) is the local dark matter density [52]. Simi-
larly, the part used to calculate κ0, Eq. (3.15), has the previously removed factors restored,
NSECκ0 = (4pi)(4pi)(8piαXαmNZ
2
N)ε
2/m4A′ .:
singleElementCapKappa0(N,mX , α) = NSECκ0 nXsumOverRKappa0 . (6.16)
• Total Capture Rate: The total capture rate, Eq. (3.5), sums the single-element capture
rates over the ten most abundant elements in Earth [44].
Ccap(mX ,mA′ , ε, α, αX) = Ccap =
∑
N
singleElementCap (6.17)
We define the functions kappa 0 and cCapQuick to efficiently compute the capture rate in
the (ε,mA′) plane.
kappa 0(mX , α) = κ0(mX , α) =
∑
N
singleElementapKappa0 (6.18)
cCapQuick(mX ,mA′ , ε, α, αX) =
ε2αX
m4A′
κ0 . (6.19)
Annihilation Functions
• Characteristic Velocity: This function defines the average velocity of thermalized dark
matter particles at the center of the Earth.
v0func(mX) = v0 =
√
2T⊕/mX (6.20)
where T⊕ ≈ 5700 K is the temperature at the center of the Earth [53].
• Tree-level Annihilation Cross Section: The annihilation cross section Eq. (3.19) without
Sommerfeld enhancement is
sigmaVtree(mX ,mA, αX) = (σannv)tree =
piα2X [1−m2A′/m2X ]3/2
m2X [1−m2A′/(2m2X)]2
. (6.21)
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• Sommerfeld Enhancement: The non-perturbative Sommerfeld enhancement Eq. (3.20)
factor that boosts the tree-level annihilation rate in the presence of a long-range force is a
function of velocity, dark matter mass, mediator mass, and the dark fine structure constant,
sommerfeld(v,mX ,mA, αX) = Ss =
pi
a
sinh(2piac)
cosh(2piac)− cos(2pi√c− a2c2)) , (6.22)
where a = v/(2αX) and c = αXmX/(pi
2mA′). This expression is based on the Hulthe´n
potential approximation [47,48].
• Thermally Averaged Sommerfeld Enhancement: The thermally averaged s-wave Som-
merfeld enhancement Eq. (3.21) is
thermAvgSommerfeld(mX ,mA, αX) = 〈SS〉 =
∫
d3v
(2piv20)
(3/2)
e−
1
2
v2/v20Ss , (6.23)
where v0 is the characteristic velocity of dark matter at the center of the Earth.
• Annihilation Rate: Defines the annihilation rate for thermalized dark matter at the center
of the Earth, Eq. (3.17).
cAnn(mX , (σannv)tree, 〈SS〉 = 1) = Cann =
[
GNmXρ⊕
3T⊕
]3/2
〈SS〉(σannv)tree (6.24)
The default thermally-averaged Sommerfeld enhancement is set to unity.
Signal Functions
• Equilibrium Time: The equilibrium time τ , Eq. (3.22), is the characteristic time for the
dark matter capture and annihilation processes to equilibrate.
tau(Ccap, Cann) = τ =
√
1
CcapCann
(6.25)
• Contour Function: Upon specifying a contour level, L, of τ/τ⊕ = 10L, this function
outputs ε as a function of mA′ , Eq. (3.23).
contourFunction(mA′ , αX , CAnn,0, 〈SS〉, κ0, L) = log(ε) =
2 log(mA′)− 1
2
log(αXCann,0〈SS〉)− 1
2
log(κ0)− log(Lτ⊕) (6.26)
where Cann,0 is the annihilation rate without Sommerfeld effects, given by Eq. (6.24), setting
〈SS〉 = 1.
• Annihilation Rate: Defines the rate at which the captured dark matter population de-
creases due to annihilations, Eq. (3.3):
gammaAnn(Ccap, Cann) = Γann =
1
2
Ccap tanh
2
(τ⊕
τ
)
(6.27)
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• Decay Length: The decay length, Eq. (3.25), is the characteristic distance a dark photon
produced by dark matter annihilation travels before decaying.
decayLength(mX ,mA, ε, B) = L = R⊕B
(
3.6× 10−9
ε
)2(
mX/mA′
1000
)(
GeV
mA′
)
(6.28)
where R⊕ = 6370 km [54] is the radius of earth, B is the branching ratio of (A′ → e+e−),
and ε is the kinetic mixing parameter of the dark and Standard Model photons.
• Decay Parameter: The decay parameter, Eq. (3.27), represents the probability that a
dark photon produced at the center of Earth propagates to a distance R⊕ within a detector’s
of effective depth D of the surface. For IceCube, D ≈ 1 km [1]. The quantity L is the
characteristic decay length of the dark photon.
epsilonDecay(L,D = 1 km) = decay = e
−R⊕/L − e−(R⊕+D)/L (6.29)
• Ice Cube Signal Rates: The function iceCubeSignal gives the number of detectable dark
photon decays at IceCube, Eq. (3.26). The parameters T and Aeff are the observation time
in seconds and effective area in cm2. For IceCube, Aeff = 1 km
2 [1].
iceCubSignal(Γann, decay, T, Aeff) = Nsig = 2Γann
Aeff
4piR2⊕
decayT (6.30)
brtoe.csv
This is csv file contains data about the decay process for A → `+ `−. The data is extracted
from [49]. The first column is the mass of the mediator in GeV and must be labeled mA[GeV].
The second column is the branching ratio of the dark photon A′ to a chosen lepton ` and must be
labeled BR. In Tab. 1, we provide the header of brtoe.csv.
MA[GeV] BR
0 1
0.215064 1
0.216744 0.851
. .
. .
. .
Table 1: Header of brtoe.csv showing the required column headers.
AtomicData.py
This file defines dictionaries of useful data about elements.
• elementList: The 11 primary elements composing Earth in a NumPy array. This list is
iterated over when calculating the capture rate, Eq. (3.5).
• atomicNumbers: The atomic mass in amu of each element in elementList in a Python dic-
tionary. The atomic numbers are accessed as key–value pairs so that atomicNumbers[‘O16‘]
returns 16.
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• nProtons: The number of protons of each element in elementList in a Python dictionary.
• coreMassFrac: The mass fraction of each element in the Earth’s core.
• mantleMassFrac: The mass fraction of each element in the mantle of Earth.
Constants.py
This file defines all constants that are be used throughout subsequent calculations as global vari-
ables [43, 50,54]. A summary of all constants is provided below in Tab. 2.
Description Variable Python Value
Speed of light c c 3× 1010 cm s−1
Gravitational constant GN G 6.674× 10−8 cm3 g−1 s−2
Sun velocity relative to galactic center V V dot 220.0× 105/c
Earth velocity relative to Sun V⊕ V cross 29.8× 105/c
Escape velocity of galaxy Vgal V gal 550.0× 105/c
Characteristic dark matter velocity u0 u 0 245.0× 105/c
Velocity distribution power-law index [41] k k 2.5
Radius of Earth R⊕ RCross 6.738× 108 cm
Core-mantle separator RCrit RCrit 3.48× 108 cm
Gravitational constant (natural units) Gnat Gnat 6.71× 10−39 GeV−2
Density at center of Earth ρ⊕ rhoCross 5.67× 10−17 GeV4
Temperature at center of Earth T⊕ TCross 4.9134×−10 GeV
Age of Earth τ⊕ tauCross 4.5× 109 yr
Table 2: Table of constants defined in Configure/constants.py.
Conversions.py
This file defines useful unit conversions.
PlanetData.py
This file loads Earth radius and density data from PREM500.csv [44]. Note that we use a modified
version of this csv file (included in the DarkCapPy package) to include column headers as needed.
• radiusList: stores 491 values of the radius of Earth. This is used in calculating sumOverR
• densityList: stores the density of Earth at each radius. This is used in calculating the
escape velocity at each radius of Earth.
• deltaRList: stores 491 values of ∆r. The ith element of this list is the difference in radius
between the ith and (i+ 1)th radii. ∆ri = ri + ri+1
• shellMassList: stores the mass of the ith shell according to the thin shell approximation,
Eq. (6.12). This is used to calculate the enclosed mass.
• enclosedMassList: stores the mass enclosed up to the ith shell. This array is used to
calculate the escape velocity.
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• escVel2List: stores the escape velocity, v2⊕(ri). The ith element of this list is the squared
escape velocity corresponding to the ith radius. This list is used to calculate the lower limit
of the recoil energy integration, Emin, Eq. (3.8).
• numDensityList: given an input element, this function returns array with the number den-
sity of element at each radial distance, ri.
From these lists, we generate interpolations of the enclosed mass in grams as a function of radius,
the squared escape velocity in natural units as a function of radius v2esc(r), and the density of Earth
as a function of radius nN(r) in cgs units.
PREM500.csv
Data on the composition of Earth from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [44]. DarkCapPy
only uses the first two columns; these store information about the radius and density of Earth in
mks units. The original data file has been modified so the radius and density columns are labeled,
Tab. 3.
Radius[m] Density[kg/m^3]
0 13088.5
12858 13088.46
25716 13088.36
. .
. .
. .
Table 3: Header of PREM500.csv displaying the columns and required headers
7 Using this Package
A template Jupyter notebook for performing calculations is available in the Template Calculation
folder. If DarkCapPy is installed using a package manager, then one may download or view this
template notebook directly from GitHub3. This template demonstrates how to run this package
for individual parameter points and for a parameter scan. The flow of outputs for a parameter scan
is shown in Fig. 5. Before starting a calculation, we advise copying the Template Calculation
folder to a working directory outside of the DarkCapPy package folder within one’s Python path.
The Jupyter notebook DarkCapPy Template.ipynb is set up to perform out-of-the-box calcu-
lations. Some calculations—in particular those involving a scan over many parameters—may take
hours of run time. If the time intensive calculations are interrupted, they must be restarted from
the beginning. The template notebook is a guide to using the package to perform time-intensive
parameter scans in a way that includes failsafes in the event that the kernel has to be interrupted
during a long parameter scan. This package is optimized to perform parameter scans over mediator
mass mA′ and kinetic mixing ε for fixed dark matter mass mX .
The template notebook utilizes pandas [55] to read and write intermediate results to external
comma-separated-value (csv) files. These files allow longer calculations to be interrupted and
3https://github.com/agree019/DarkCapPy/blob/master/DarkCapPy/Template_Calculation/DarkCapPy_
Template.ipynb
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resumed, even if the Jupyter kernel is restarted. This notebook generates 2 csv files, which we
refer to as Sommerfeld.csv and Signal.csv. It requires input from a third csv file which we refer
to as Branch.csv.
Sommerfeld Sommerfeld.csv
Sommerfeld Plot
Equilibrium Time
Equilibrium Plot
Signal
Signal.csv
Branch.csv
Signal Plot
Figure 5: Flowchart outlining the generation of various plots. Blue cells are Sections in
DarkCapPy Template.ipynb, red cells are input/output csv files, and green cells are visual output of
plots.
The template notebook is divided into four main sections: Package Test, Sommerfeld, Equilib-
rium Plots, and IceCube Signal. We provide a brief overview of each section; additional discussion
is included in the markdown cells of the Jupyter notebook.
Package Test
This section tests the package installation by calculating the number of signal events expected at
IceCube for a fixed set of parameters—dark matter mass, mediator mass, mediator coupling, and
IceCube observation time. It outputs all intermediate results. This section fully demonstrates how
to use DarkCapPy for calculations of the ‘dark Earthshine’ scenario of a single set of parameters.
Sommerfeld
This section creates and populates Sommerfeld.csv with
1. A single value of dark matter mass mX in GeV
2. A list mediator masses mA′ in GeV
3. A list of corresponding thermally averaged Sommerfeld enhancements 〈SS(mA′)〉
4. The part of the capture rate that only depends on mX and αX in units of GeV
5, κ0, see
section 3.3 for a discussion of this quantity.
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The user is prompted to input a value of mX when Sommerfeld.csv is created. A list of medi-
ator masses, mA′ , are used to generate corresponding values of the thermally averaged Sommerfeld
effect, 〈SS〉. The quantity κ0 depends only on mX and αX . When mX is fixed, κ0 is uniquely
determined by fixing αX to give the correct dark matter abundance from thermal freeze out. The
Sommerfeld.csv file generated from this section is used as input for all later parts of this notebook.
The estimated run time for this section is four minutes.
Equilibrium Plots
This section reads in a completed Sommerfeld.csv and generates plots of the equilibrium time in
(ε,mA′) space. The equilibrium time τ is the time it takes the captured dark matter population
to reach a stable value. By default, we plot contour values of τ/τ⊕ = {10−4, 10−2, 100, 102, 104}
where τ⊕ = 10 Gyr is the age of Earth.
IceCube Signal
This section creates and populates Signal.csv file that stores values pertaining to the number
of signal events at IceCube. This section is the most time consuming and computation intensive
section of this notebook. This is because the typical resolution of these plots requires O(104)
calculations.
This section reads in (1) Sommerfeld.csv and (2) Branch.csv, and creates Signal.csv, which
stores the range of mediator masses.
When the calculations are complete, this section also reads in a completed Signal.csv file and
plots order-of-magnitude contours of the number of signal events at IceCube Nsig against mediator
mass mA′ on the horizontal axis and kinetic mixing parameter ε on the vertical axis. By default,
the contour values are Nsig = {1, 10, 100, 1000}. As a benchmark, the calculation rate on a modern
laptop is about 140 points / minute.
8 Hacking this Package
We intend this package to be modified and changed. Below, we provide a short description of
how to modify the parameter ranges, changing the planetary body, changing the mediator and
changing the branching ratio.
8.1 Scaning over Different Parameter Ranges
W assume the following ranges for mA′ and ε:
0.01 GeV ≤ mA′ ≤ 10 GeV and 10−11 ≤ ε ≤ 10−5 (8.1)
The lower bound on mediator mass is set by assuming the dark photon decays to electrons. We
choose the upper bound so that (1) the dark photons are relativistic when they are created from
dark matter annihilations and (2), following the motivation of the study in [2], the dark photons
are only allowed to decay into electrons. For dark matter mass ∼ 100 GeV and mediator mass
10 MeV−10 GeV, the requirement that the dark photons decay near the surface of Earth, L ∼ R⊕
implies that ε ∼ 10−11 − 10−5.
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Inside DarkCapPy Template.ipynb the “Initialize Parameter Arrays” of the Sommerfeld section
defines the range of mediator mass with the variables m ALow and m AHigh in GeV. The range
defined by these two variables is also used in generating the Signal plots. The range for kinetic
mixing is defined in “Initialize Signal Dataframe” of the IceCube Signal section with the variables
epsilon Min and epsilon Max.
8.2 Changing the Planetary Body
The csv file that is input into PlanetData.py in line 14 defines the planetary body capturing dark
matter. For this work, we use PREM500.csv, which stores data about the Earth. Any other data
file must have a column storing radius values titled Radius[m] and a column storing the density at
each radius titled Density[kg/mˆ3]. To use a different planetary body, change PREM500.csv in
line 14 of PlanetData.py to the desired file. Finally, this file must be placed in the same location
as PlanetData.py, see Fig. 6 for the file location.
DarkCapPy
Configure
PlanetData.py
PREM500.csv
Figure 6: Directory tree displaying where PREM500.csv is located and where all planetary csv files must
be placed.
8.3 Changing Branching Ratio
We provide the branching ratio of dark photons to electrons in the file titled brtoe.csv. The
two columns of any other branching ratio csv file must be ma[GeV] and BR. To use a different
branching ratio, simply place the csv file in the Template Calculation/Branching Ratio/ folder,
see Fig. 7, and follow the prompts in the “Initialize Signal.csv” section to read it in.
DarkCapPy
Template Calculation
Branching Ratio
brtoe.csv
Figure 7: Directory tree displaying where branching ratio csv files must be placed.
8.4 Other modifications
The package can also be adapted to different mediator spins [56], capturing bodies [26], or scattering
inelasticity [57]. We leave these modifications for future work.
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